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Based on previous studies of perovskites in the quasi-ternary system LaFeO3–LaCoO3–LaNiO3, La0.97Ni0.5Co0.5O3 (LNC) is
chosen as the most promising air-electrode material in the series for solid oxide cells (SOCs). The properties of the material itself
have been investigated in detail. However, the evaluation of LNC97 air electrodes in practical SOCs is still at a very early stage. In
the present study, SOCs were prepared based on LNC97 air electrodes. The I-U performance of the SOCs in both solid oxide fuel
cell (SOFC) and solid oxide electrolysis cell (SOEC) modes, i.e. reversible SOCs (r-SOCs), was investigated systematically for
different air-electrode designs, temperatures and fuel gases. In general, the performance of the r-SOCs tested in the present study is
higher than the published results of other LaFeO3–LaCoO3–LaNiO3-based SOCs and is comparable to or even better than state-of-
the-art La1−xSrxFe1−yCoyO3 (LSCF)-based SOCs. Mid-term operation of about 1000 h for SOCs in both SOFC and SOEC modes
primarily proved the stability of LNC97-based air electrodes. Impedance spectra were systematically applied to understand the
polarization processes of the SOCs.
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Utilizing renewable energy sources such as solar and wind
combined with stationary energy-storage systems is in all probability
the ultimate solution to address increasing environmental concerns
and a possible future lack of resources for fossil energy. However,
solar and wind fluctuate and are not reliable power sources, which
gives rise to significant challenges for operators of the existing
electric grid. Auxiliary systems are needed to store excess power and
re-generate it for peak electricity demand. Solid oxide cells (SOCs)
can either generate electrical power using a broad range of fuels in
solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) mode or convert renewable electricity
into the chemical energy of fuels in solid oxide electrolysis cell
(SOEC) mode.1 Such reversible applications make SOCs (r-SOCs) a
possible auxiliary system for renewable energy sources. Compared
to other kinds of power generators or electrolysis, SOCs possess
high conversion efficiencies which can hardly be reached by any
other system. The state-of-the-art La1−xSrxFe1−yCoyO3 (LSCF) and
La1−xSrxCoO3 (LSC), although quite mature materials for air
electrodes in SOC development, have long suffered from chemical
and thermal expansion mismatch with the electrolyte material of
8 mol% Y2O3-stabilized ZrO2 (8YSZ),
2,3 and with the metallic
interconnects of SOC stacks.4 The continuous depletion of strontium
during their operation in SOCs causes the mismatches,1,5 which is an
intrinsic property of the materials and can hardly be avoided.
Therefore, extensive attention has been paid in recent years to
alternative Sr-free air-electrode materials. Among the possible
candidates, the quasi-ternary system of LaCoO3–LaNiO3–LaFeO3
shows good electrochemical performance,6–8 high physical7,9 and
chemical stability8,10 with other component of SOCs and is
considered to provide promising candidates as alternatives to
LSCF or LSC. A number of publications have already discussed
the air-electrode performance of the LaNixCoyFe1−x−yO3 system
with symmetric cells or full cells.6,8,11–15 Most of these studies
report quite promising laboratory scale results. However, there has
still been no discussion of the performance of SOCs close to
practical application.
In previous studies, we overviewed the quasi-ternary system of
LaFeO3–LaCoO3–LaNiO3 considering the variation of electrical
conductivity, oxygen permeation, oxygen surface exchange,
thermal-expansion coefficient etc.7 Of all the compositions,
La0.97Ni0.5Co0.5O3 (LNC97) is selected as the best candidate when
all of the above conditions are considered. A qualified air-electrode
material should have high electronic conductivity, high ionic
conductivity and high catalytic activity for the oxygen reduction
reaction to achieve good air-electrode performance. LNC97 has been
systematically discussed in an earlier publication involving all the
possible conditions mentioned above with symmetric cells.8 It is
known that LNC97 has competitive electronic conductivity but
relatively low oxide-ionic conductivity and catalytic activity in
comparison to the state-of-the-art LSCF. Nevertheless, the latter
two can be effectively improved by nano-infiltration of
Gd0.2Ce0.8O2−δ (GDC) enabling it to fit the criterion.
8 In addition,
LNC97 also has much lower chemical reactivity with 8YSZ
compared to that of state-of-the-art LSCF.8 However, research on
LNC97-based SOC full cells is still at quite an early stage and the
evaluation of LNC97 at a practical application level is not clear.
In the current study, SOCs with dimensions of 5 cm × 5 cm were
prepared based on LNC97 as the air-electrode material. I-U
performance was investigated in detail in both solid oxide fuel cell
(SOFC) and solid oxide electrolysis cell (SOEC) modes. Mid-term
performance was also observed in SOFC and SOEC modes in the
time range of about 1000 h. An impedance spectrum was applied to
analyze the contribution of different cell components. The potential
of LNC97-based SOCs in practical applications was discussed.
Experimental
Cell fabrication.—SOC half cells have been available commer-
cially from CeramTech® and contain a NiO-8YSZ fuel-electrode
support and functional layer, and a dense 8YSZ layer with dimensions
of 5 cm × 5 cm × 0.5 mm. A dense GDC protective layer (thickness
0.5 μm) was applied on the half cells by magnetron sputtering; more
details are provided in Refs. 2, 3 Powders of La0.97Ni0.5Co0.5O3
(LNC97) were prepared by Pechni’s method16 using nitrate solutions
of La, Ni and Co in the corresponding cation ratios. Screen-printing
pastes of LNC97 were prepared by mixing the solid powders with
terpineol and ethyl cellulose. LNC97 was fabricated on the GDC
protective layer by screen printing followed by heat treatment at
1100 °C. LNC97 layers were immersed in (Ce.Gd) nitrate solutions
in vacuum and subsequently heated to 500 °C to achieve a loading ofzE-mail: q.ma@fz-juelich.de
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8 wt% GDC (compared to LNC97). More specifics can be found in
Ref. 8.
Single-cell geometry and microstructure.—The SOCs tested in
the present work applied commercial half cells from CeramTec®,
which have dimensions of 5 cm × 5 cm, and contain a fuel-electrode
support, a fuel-electrode functional layer and dense 8YSZ layer, as
shown in Table I. Two different air-electrode dimensions were
applied for performance and durability testing. One has a 4 cm ×
4 cm LNC97-based air electrode (SOC-IEK9), while the other has a
1 cm × 1 cm working electrode and two 0.4 cm × 0.3 cm OCV
monitoring electrodes (SOC-KIT), as shown in Figs. 1a and 1b.
SOC-IEK9 and SOC-KIT are identical except for the dimensions of
the air electrodes.
Figure 1c shows the structure of a typical SOC in the present
work obtained by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). From
bottom to top, in accordance with Table I, the SOCs are composed
of a commercial half-cell from CeramTec®, a dense GDC barrier
layer, and an LNC97 air-electrode layer infiltrated by ∼8 wt% GDC
inside LNC97 backbone. The function of GDC barrier layer is to
prevent the possible reaction between LNC97 and 8YSZ. It has been
confirmed that LNC97 and YSZ react at >1000 °C as powders. The
main product is La2Zr2O7.
8 This powder-based result shows that
there is a kinetically driven tendency for both materials to react.
Although the reaction between bulk LNC97 and bulk YSZ is not
detectable by SEM with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDX), the performance of LNC97/8YSZ/LNC97 symmetric cells
are slightly lower than that of LNC97/GDC/LNC97 symmetric
cells,8 which may be caused by higher conductivity of GDC
compared to 8YSZ, or by slight reaction between LNC97 and
8YSZ which is not detectable by SEM-EDX. Nevertheless, to
benchmark the state-of-the-art LSCF based SOCs, GDC barrier
layers are still applied between LNC97 and 8YSZ layers although
their reaction is much milder compared to those between LSCF and
8YSZ.8 The function of the infiltrated GDC into LNC97 is to
increase the oxide-ionic conductivity and catalytic activity of the air-
electrode layer. The air-electrode and fuel-electrode (support) both
have porosity of ∼30%, which fits the requirement of gas transpor-
tation during operation. 8YSZ and GDC layer are both quite dense,
which can safely separate the air and fuel atmosphere. The contact
between all the layers is realistic, which is the precondition of the
satisfactory performances of the SOCs.
Cell testing.—The electrochemical characterization of both SOC
types was performed in an alumina test housing placed inside a
furnace. For electrical contacts, Ni and Pt or Au meshes (Pt: SOC-
IEK9)/Au: SOC-KIT) were used at the anode and cathode side,
respectively. Sealing between the gas compartments was imple-
mented by a gold ring. Gas flow rates on the anode and cathode were
controlled by mass flow controllers for both SOC types. The large
SOC-IEK9 cells were primarily used for performance evaluation via
current-voltage characteristics, whereas the SOC-KIT cells were
additionally employed for a detailed electrochemical characteriza-
tion via impedance spectroscopy.
SOC-IEK9.—During cell characterization in SOFC mode, the
anode was flushed with 12% humidified hydrogen at a flow rate of
1 l min−1 and the cathode side with 2 l min−1 of dry air. During cell
characterization in r-SOC mode, the anode was flushed with 50%
humidified hydrogen at a flow rate of 1 l min−1 and the cathode side
with 2 l min−1 of dry air. The current-voltage characteristics were
measured with increasing current load by a sequential step change of
62.5 mA cm−2, starting from zero until the voltage dropped below
0.6 V.
SOC-KIT.—The SOC-KIT cells were operated with synthetic air
(79% N2 and 21% O2) at the cathode and humidified hydrogen at the
anode. Fuel humidification was varied in a range between 5.5% and
Table I. Material composition and layer thicknesses of the tested SOC type.
Fuel-electrode support Fuel-electrode Electrolyte Barrier layer Air-electrode
Ni/8YSZ Ni/8YSZ 8YSZ GDC LNC97 + inf. ∼8 wt% GDC
∼500 μm ∼7 μm ∼10 μm ∼0.5 μm ∼25 μm-
Figure 1. Images of SOCs tested in (a) Forschungszentrum Jülich, IEK-9 (SOC-IEK9) and (b) in Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (SOC-KIT). (c) SEM image
of a cross section of the fabricated SOC.
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50%. The total gas flow rates for anode and cathode were maintained
at a constant value of 0.25 l min−1 for all experiments. Impedance
spectra were recorded under OCV conditions and under polarization
(±1 A cm−2) with a Solartron 1260 in a frequency range from
100 mHz to 1 MHz. Data quality was verified by applying the
Kramers-Kronig test.17 Evaluation of the impedance data was assisted
by calculating the distribution of the relaxation times (DRT).18,19
Results and Discussion
I-U performance in SOFC mode.—Figure 2 shows the perfor-
mance of SOCs in SOFC mode. In their function as a kind of power
generator, SOFCs normally operate under fuel gas together with
steam. Although H2O itself is not a power source, the significance of
the existence of H2O in fuel gas is that H2O has a catalytic impact on
the fuel-electrode processes.20–22 In all the SOCs tested in the
present study, the only air-electrode gas applied is air. As mentioned
above, two air-electrode designs were applied in the present study,
SOC-IEK9 and SOC-KIT. The former design is closer to practical
applications and has been tested at Forschungszentrum Jülich, where
an evaluation of 16 cm2 cells (Fig. 1a) is always performed
before scaling up a novel material or design to stack level, and
the performance of which can generally predict the situation of the
cells in a real stack. The latter cell type with a 1 cm2 active electrode
area (Fig. 1b) is designed for detailed electrochemical characteriza-
tion at Karlsruhe Institute of Technology.23,24 The smaller active
electrode area avoids lateral gradients and thus provides more details
about the electrochemical processes determining cell performance.
Typical I-U behavior of SOC-IEK9 at 800 °C is shown in Fig. 2a.
The open-circuit voltage (OCV) of the cell is 0.99 V (with 12% H2O
in fuel gas), which fits well with the theoretical value, indicating the
satisfactory gas tightness of the 8YSZ electrolyte and the sealing of
the cell. At 0.7 V, the output current density is 2.0 A cm−2 (with
12% H2O in fuel gas), which is among the best published
performances for the state-of-the-art LSCF-based cells of similar
construction and dimensions.2,3,25,26 It should be mentioned that the
commercial requirement for SOFC single-cell power output is
>1.0 W cm−2. Although the dimensions of SOC-IEK9 are still
smaller than the normal commercial criterion (>10 cm × 10 cm),
the scaling-up of SOC-IEK9 will not normally cause much perfor-
mance loss. Since the performance of SOC-IEK9 is already much
higher than the commercial level, it can be concluded that, judging
merely from the power output, LNC97-based air electrodes present
no difficulty for commercialization.
When the SOC-KIT design is applied, the performance is even
higher. The open-circuit voltage (OCV) of the cell is 1.07 V (with
5.5% H2O in fuel gas). The current density at 0.7 V is not testable
because of the limited testing range of the current. However, lineal
simulation of the I-U behavior shows the current density of
3.3 A cm−2 at 0.7 V. As a general point, in SOC testing, lab-level
performance seems to be always higher than that of the level of
scaling-up. The present study also shows a typical example. In the
current case, the higher performance of SOC-KIT is related to the
fuel and oxidant utilization (f.u. of 5.9% (5% H2O) and 11.2% (50%
H2O)/o.u. 13.2% at 2 A cm
−2), which are set to be low in order to
minimize lateral gradients in gas composition. Furthermore, the
current was limited to 2 A, which additionally minimizes self-
heating effects and related thermal gradients. A second reason for
the performance difference is related to the contacting. In the case of
air-electrode in dimension of 1 cm2, in-plane ohmic losses in the
current collector can be neglected. Furthermore, the setup contains
mechanically decoupled flow fields that enable a well-defined and
constant contact pressure between the contact grid and electrode.
However, the area difference of the working air electrode is
important. For the KIT design the fuel consumption only results in
a negligible gradient along the electrodes, but for larger active areas
as in the IEK9 design such gradients exist, which results in higher
electrochemically activated areas at the gas entry side and lower
ones at the outlet side.
The performance of SOFCs under 50% H2O–50% H2 fuel gas
was also investigated. Although with respect to the power output
fuel gas with such a high steam content is not suitable, such fuel gas
is significant for r-SOCs, where the function of both the SOFC and
SOEC can fulfilled. A relatively stable fuel gas supply is important
for the longevity of the SOC system. Under higher steam content,
the performance of both SOC-IEK9 and SOC-KIT decreased
compared to their low-steam operation. However, SOC-IEK9 and
SOC-KIT still show current densities of 1.7 A cm−2 and 2.3 A cm−2
(Figs. 2a and 2b) at 0.7 V and 800 °C, respectively. The performance
of SOFCs under 50% H2O–50% H2 fuel gas has received less
attention compared to that of low-steam fuels. According to the
published results,27–29 the above performances is also among the
highest published data for the state-of-the-art LSCF based SOFCs.
The impedance spectra and the corresponding DRTs of SOC-KIT
under OCV are shown in Fig. 3. Although the Nyquist plot can only
distinguish the ohmic resistance and electrode resistance in ASR
(Fig. 3a), DRT analysis gives much more information. As can be
clearly seen from the DRT (Fig. 3b), the steam content strongly
affects the low and high frequency part of the impedance, whereas
the ohmic resistance (cross section with the real axis) and the
cathode polarization (100–1000 Hz) remain unaffected. From pre-
vious studies on cells using the same fuel electrode, these two
processes can be assigned to the gas diffusion in the fuel electrode
support (10–100 Hz),23,30 and the fuel electrode electrochemistry
Figure 2. Current–voltage investigations of (a) SOC-IEK9 and (b) SOC-KIT at 800 °C in SOFC mode with different H2O content in H2O–H2 fuel gases.
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(two peaks; 1–100 kHz),21,23,30,31 respectively. The change of the
first high-frequency process (1–10 kHz) is mainly attributed to a
reduced reaction barrier for the charge transfer process at the triple
phase boundary.30 The slight increase in DRT between 1000 and
100 Hz results from the overlap of the frequency range with the
second peak of the Finite-Length Warburg (FLW) diffusion23,30,32 in
the fuel-electrode support and the fuel-electrode electrochemistry. In
summary, the higher steam content in the fuel gas results in a lower
area-specific resistance (ASR) of the cells due to reduced gas
diffusion and charge transfer losses,20–22 as mentioned above.
I-U performance in r-SOC mode.—Figure 4 shows the perfor-
mance of SOC-IEK9 and SOC-KIT in r-SOC mode. If it is necessary
to convert outside electrical power into chemical power sources, the
r-SOCs are in SOEC mode and exhibit −2.0 A cm−2, −0.95 A cm−2
and −0.51 A cm−2 under 1.2 V at 800 °C, 750 °C and 700 °C,
respectively (with respect to practical applications, SOC-IEK9 is
discussed here), which means 0.90 l cm−2 h−1, 0.43 l cm−2 h−1 and
0.23 l cm−2 h−1 of H2 production (conversion to H2-volume at room
temperature), respectively. The converting performance is not only
higher than the published r-SOCs based on the LaNixCoyFe1−x−yO3
system,14 but is also comparable to the state-of-the-art LSCF-based
r-SOCs tested on a laboratory scale.27,28 If it is necessary to
supplement the deficiency of the electrical power, the r-SOCs can
be operated in SOFC mode and output current densities of
1.7 A cm−2, 0.92 A cm−2 and 0.51 A cm−2 under 0.7 V at 800 °C,
750 °C and 700 °C, respectively (SOC-IEK9 is discussed here). As
mentioned above, such power output is comparable to the state-of-
the-art LSC- based SOFCs and can satisfy commercial requirements.
In a laboratory test for SOC-KIT (Fig. 4b), conversion performance
(SOEC mode) and power output (SOFC mode) are even higher.
The impedance spectra of SOC-KIT under OCV are also shown in
Fig. 5. Similar to the discussion above, the processes of fuel-electrode
gas diffusion, air-electrode electrochemistry and fuel-electrode elec-
trochemistry can be distinguished by DRT analysis, where the
electrode electrochemistry contributes to the major of ASR, and air-
electrode electrochemistry and fuel-electrode electrochemistry con-
tribute almost equally. Compared to the state-of-the-art LSCF-based
SOCs, both total ASR values (Rtotal) and their distributions (ohmic
resistance Rohm and polarization resistance Rp) are similar to the state-
of-the-art LSCF-based SOCs,23 indicating the similarity of LNC97
and LSCF with respect to the behavior of the air electrode in SOCs.
Mid-term behaviors.—In general, at the current development
stages of SOCs, power output or conversion performance are not the
key points because in most cases commercial requirements can be
satisfied. However, the mid-term stability of SOCs is still a matter of
concern because the commercial criterion of 50,000 h operation is
hardly reached. Thus, the mid-term stability of SOC-KIT was
investigated in detail. In SOEC mode, at 750 °C under 50%
H2O–50% H2 as fuel gas after 1100 h of operation at −1.0 A cm
−2,
the voltage degraded from 1.16 V to 1.22 V, which is about 5%
(Fig. 4a). However, degradation mainly took place in the first 300 h. If
only the stabilized period of the final 800 h is considered, a degradation
of 1.6% kh−1 is observed. Such degradation is much better than that of
the reported SOCs based on LaNixCoyFe1−x−yO3 air electrodes, which
is 11.1% kh−1.14 Even in comparison to the state-of-the-art SOCs
based on LSCF air-electrodes (1.9% kh−1 as a Ref. 33), such
Figure 3. (a) Measured impedance spectra and (b) the calculated DRTs for 5.5% and 50% humidified hydrogen as fuel (corresponding to the CV-curves in
Fig. 2b). The measurements were performed at 800 °C, under OCV conditions.
Figure 4. Current–voltage investigations of (a) SOC-IEK9 and (b) SOC-KIT at 700 °C–800 °C in r-SOC mode with 50% H2O–50% H2 as fuel gas.
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degradation is still comparatively small. Impedance spectra indicate
that degradation is mainly caused by polarization (Fig. 6b). In SOFC
mode, at 750 °C under 50% H2O–50% H2 as fuel gas after 700 h of
operation at 1.0 A cm−2, the voltage degraded from 0.77 V to 0.69 V,
which is about 10% (Fig. 6b). However, degradation also mainly took
place in the first 400 h because of system stabilization. The last 300 h
of the test caused no degradation at all. However, a degradation test of
around 1000 h is not sufficient to evaluate the situation in practical
applications. Nevertheless, these are the longest operating times ever
published for LaCoO3–LaNiO3–LaFeO3 air-electrode-based SOCs,
providing a very important impression for evaluating these kinds of
materials.
Figure 7 shows the temporal evolution of the impedance spectra
and DRTs continuously measured during SOEC and SOFC opera-
tion. A comparison of the initial impedance spectra shows different
polarization behavior for the cell operated in SOFC and SOEC mode
although the absolute current density and thus the conversion rate is
the same.
Figure 5. (a) Measured impedance spectra and (b) calculated DRTs for varied temperatures between 700 °C and 800 °C (corresponding to the CV curves in
Fig. 4). The measurements were performed under OCV conditions with 50% humidified hydrogen as fuel.
Figure 6. Mid-term stability of SOC-KIT at 750 °C under 50% H2O–50% H2 as fuel gas. (a) Voltage degradation at −1.0 A cm
−2 of a SOC-KIT in SOEC
mode. (b) Correlated ASR degradation of the cell in Fig. 6a. (c) Voltage degradation at 1.0 A cm−2 of a SOC-KIT in SOFC mode. (d) Correlated ASR
degradation of the cell in Fig. 6c.
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In a direct comparison of both initial spectra, the difference is
more evident, as shown in Fig. 8. Thereby, the ohmic resistance of
both cells is identical, which confirms the good reproducibility and
adhesion of the single cell components. However, the impedance
measured in SOEC mode has a 35 mΩ cm2 higher ASR. According
to the DRT analysis in Fig. 8b, the electrochemistry at the fuel-
electrode (1 kHz–1 MHz) dominates the ASR in SOEC mode,
whereas in SOFC mode the electrochemistry of the air-electrode
(1 kHz–1 MHz) has a larger contribution to the ASR. The contribu-
tion of the gas diffusion in the fuel-electrode support (1–100 Hz) is
similar for both operation modes.
The difference in the contributions of the electrochemical pro-
cesses of fuel- and air-electrode can be explained by the different
reaction directions of the electrochemical oxidation and reduction. In
Figure 7. Series of impedance spectra under (a) SOEC and (c) SOFC operation with ±1 A cm−2 at 750 °C. All impedance spectra were measured under load.
(b) and (d) show the corresponding DRT spectra.
Figure 8. (a) Comparison of the initial impedance spectra under SOEC (165 h) and SOFC operation (102 h) with ±1 A cm−2 at 750 °C. All impedance spectra
were measured under load. (b) shows the comparison of the corresponding DRT spectra. (c) and (d) show a series of DRTs for varied current densities between
±1.25 A cm−2 in 0.25 mA cm−2-steps. The variation was recorded before the aging tests (∼70 h) on the cell tested in SOFC mode.
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SOEC operation hydrogen is produced in the fuel-electrode and
oxygen is released in the air-electrode, whereas in SOFC operation
hydrogen and oxygen are consumed respectively. As a result, the local
gas composition in the electrochemically active areas, deviates in
SOEC and SOFC mode and leads to different electrode polarizations.
Due to the increasing hydrogen content in SOEC operation the
humidification of the fuel is reduced in relative terms. It is known
from previous studies on Ni/8YSZ and from the presented results in
Fig. 3 that the hydrogen charge transfer reaction is more inhibited for
low fuel humidification.21,23,31 Conversely, the consumption of
hydrogen in SOFC operation increases fuel humidification and
thus reduces the inhibition of the charge transfer reaction.21,23,31
Concerning oxygen reduction or evolution, the relation is reversed.
In SOFC mode the consumption of oxygen leads to a decrease of the
oxygen content, which in turn leads to a stronger inhibition of the
oxygen reduction in the air electrode, whereas releasing oxygen in
SOEC mode reduces the reaction losses. The same dependency was
also observed for LSCF-electrodes.23,34 The dependence of the gas
diffusion for low and high fuel humidification is however almost
symmetrical.23,31,35 To emphasize the discussed dependencies, the
Fig. 8c and d depict the different cell behavior for negative (SOEC)
and positive (SOFC) current loads. It can be seen that with
increasing current, i.e. with a higher conversion rate, the polarization
behavior between SOFC and SOFC mode deviates further.
Besides the initial performance, the temporal evolution also
differs depending on the operating mode. The DRT analysis in
Fig. 7b reveals that in SOEC operation both the electrochemical
processes in the fuel- and air-electrode show a slight degradation,
whereas in SOFC operation only the air-electrode polarization
increases and the fuel-electrode polarization is stable over 800 h
(Fig. 7d).
The degradation of the fuel electrode in SOEC mode can be
attributed to Ni agglomeration phenomena that are known to be more
likely to occur during SOEC operation,36 while the reason of the
degradation in air-electrode is still not clear. Former research
analyzed on the temperature programed desorption (TPD) and
oxidation (TPO) of LNC97 (pure, no GDC infiltrated), and com-
pared to those of the state-of-the-art LSCF.8 Although both TPO and
TPD of LNC97 are weaker than those of LSCF, the distance of TPD
between LNC97 and LSCF is smaller compared to that of TPO,
indicating the oxygen reduction reaction is “easier” for LNC97
compared to oxygen oxidation reaction. In other words, the electro-
chemical balance between Co2+ and Co3+, and between Ni2+ and
Ni3+ in LNC97 tends to stay at lower valence compared to that of
Co2+/Co3+ and Fe2+/Fe3+ in LSCF. The reason might be that Ni3+
is less stable compared to Fe3+ at the operating conditions for
LNC97 and LSCF. However, detailed investigation is needed to
confirm this point. Nevertheless, the imbalance of LNC97 for
oxygen absorption and desorption may be one of the reasons for
different electrochemical behavior of the LNC97 based air-electrode
under SOEC and SOFC mode.
To further understand the degradation behavior of LNC97-based
air electrodes, the microstructures of the electrodes after short- and
mid-term operation are compared. In Figs. 9a and 9b, the SOC was
operated in SOFC and SOEC mode at 800 °C–650 °C for 60 h. In
Figs. 9c and 9d, the SOC was operated in SOFC and SOEC mode at
800 °C–650 °C for 100 h, and was then fixed at 750 °C in SOEC
mode of −1 A cm−2 with fuel of 50%H2O–50% H2 for another
Figure 9. Microstructure of LNC97 based air-electrodes. (a) Polished cross-section after short-term operation of 60 h. (b) Fracture after short-term operation of
60 h. (c) Polished cross-section after mid-term operation of 1200 h. (d) Fracture after mid-term operation of 1200 h.
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1100 h. The microstructure does not display any obvious difference
for either the polished cross section or fracture for LNC97-based
electrodes after short- or mid-term operation, indicating the robust-
ness of the electrodes. SEM investigations with energy-dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) indicate the ideal chemical compatibility
of each component in the air electrode and the adjacent part. No
apparent element diffusion was found between GDC and LNC97.
Although there is a possibility that LNC97 may react with 8YSZ and
form La2Zr2O7,
8,10 there is no sign of LaZrO3 formation in the 8YSZ
electrolyte after 1200 h of SOC operation. In an earlier report by our
group,8 the Rp degradation of LNC97 (5 wt% GDC infiltrated)/GDC
symmetric cells was almost 100% after 1000 h of operation at
750 °C and was attributed to the coarsening of infiltrated GDC
particles and deterioration of the ionic conduction pathways. In the
full cells of the current study, GDC infiltration is increased to 8 wt%.
It seems the deterioration problem of the ionic conduction pathways
is solved because higher loading of GDC can improve ionic
conduction pathways even coarsening should take place. The Rp
degradation in this study is only 21% in both SOEC and SOFC mode
(Figs. 6b and 6d). However, longer-term testing is still needed to
evaluate the material in practical applications and understand the
mechanisms behind the degradation phenomenon.
Conclusions
SOCs with dimensions of 5 cm × 5 cm × 0.5 mm were prepared
based on conventional NiO-8YSZ fuel-electrode support and func-
tional layer, dense 8YSZ layer, sputtered GDC barrier layer and
novel GDC-infiltrated LNC97 air electrode. The power output and
conversion performance (in SOFC and SOEC mode, respectively)
are not only comparable to state-of-the-art LSCF-based SOFCs but
can also satisfy commercial requirements. The mid-term behavior of
the cells was investigated for 800 h in SOFC mode and 1100 h in
SOEC mode. Degradations are found in both modes, which mainly
result from air electrodes in SOFC mode and from both air
electrodes and fuel electrodes in SOEC mode. The coarsening of
infiltrated GDC particles may be the reason for the degradation of air
electrodes. However, longer-term testing is still needed to evaluate
the material and electrode.
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